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Discover the first three tales from Simone Scarlet's critically-acclaimed FIGHT NIGHT romance series! Save
$$$ when you buy these three top-rated romances as part of this FIGHT NIGHT BUNDLE! Everybody's
raving about best-selling author Simone Scarlet's Fight Night series - tales of incredible erotica and wild
romance, set against the backdrop of the sexy and dangerous world of professional Mixed Martial Arts.
Now, for the first time, you can get the first three tales from this series together in one volume - a full-length
compilation of hard hits, and long, hot nights. Enjoy! In this collection, you'll read: Fight Night Threesome:
Sweethearts Cassie and Rich had come to the MMA championship match for their 10th Anniversary - where
Cassie intended to surprise her husband with a chance to meet legendary MMA super-heavyweight Magnus
Bjorn in a private, behind-closed-doors 'meet-and-greet'. But on that particular night, the 6'9" "Norwegian
Oak" wasn't in any mood for shaking hands and making small-talk. An overly-easy victory in the octagon had
left him with his appetites unsatisfied - and when Magnus' trainer introduces him to Cassie and Rich, this
fearsome fighter has an idea that maybe this unsuspecting couple would be able to 'scratch his itch'. So instead
of signing posters and posing for photographs, Magnus pours this cute young couple some vodka, and begins a
relent campaign to seduce them both.

And before they know it, Cassie and Rich are naked, on their knees, and eager to satisfy this gigantic MMA
legend any way they can. Laid Out: Silas Batres is a Spanish super-heavyweight with an attitude problem and when he's the victim of a TKO in the first round, it looks like this MMA fighter's career is going nowhere,
fast. But beautiful bitchy Nicola Hedberg holds the keys to Silas' future. She's the gorgeous, high-maintence
wife of the Spanish fighter's MMA sponsor; and only with her bing will Silas endure to fight another day. So
in the privacy of a luxury hotel suite, this mismatched couple begin a cage match all of their own: Silas' thick,
throbbing manhood against Nicola's eager, insatiable desires. To the victor go the spoils - and, in the
meantime, both Silas and Nicola will vie for sexual submission in the bedroom. British Bulldog: When
hip-hop honey Toni Rome meets her boyfriend's clean-cut MMA rival, she had no idea how heavy-hitting
their attraction would be. But apparently, it's mutual - because James MacDonald, an upper-class MMA
fighter from Scotland, is instantly attracted to Toni. In his eyes, she's a good girl with a bad past, and he finds
her way too intoxicating for words.
But Toni's boyfriend, the trash-talking bad-boy Hannibal Alexander, won't take a Brit stealing his woman
lying down.
Soon he and James find themselves on an inexorable path towards a heavy-hitting confrontation - with
gorgeous Toni trapped right in the middle.
Click "Buy Now" Today!

